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Abstract 
An attempt is made to locate nuclear technology within a logical context con-
sidering history, risks, societal catastrophes and perspectives: the need is 
identified for a new direction in the exploitation in order to restore the role in 
energy production. We depict the situation coming from a marvelous history 
of discoveries started at the beginning of the XX century; heroes are recalled 
who made possible something that is inconceivable today: design, construc-
tion and production of electricity in a few years; that history was tainted by 
intentional nuclear explosions, i.e. the original sin that we are now paying. 
Then, we attempt to show that the societal risk is an inherent part of the civi-
lization. Restoring the public trust (towards nuclear fission technology) by 
matching nuclear safety with the current technological status and advancers 
in risk assessment is the key objective. The “independent assessment”, or a 
principle for the exploitation of nuclear energy already stated in the 50’s of 
the previous century, shall then re-appear. This is used to erect the signpost 
for a “dynamic barricade” to further reduce the risk of operation of nuclear 
reactors and to match the design with current technological capabilities and 
with the frontiers of the research. 
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1. Introduction 

The motivations for the present paper can be summarized by the following 
statements: 
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• Nuclear fission discovery is like fire discovery: fire and associated chemical 
reactions burn the humans and the environment and is definitely dangerous, 
but it is necessary for civilization and fully accepted; nuclear fission is not 
globally accepted.  

• Nuclear technology history is very short compared with history of humanity: 
fission technology has not had the possibility so far to demonstrate its bene-
fits: those benefits profoundly counterbalance drawbacks caused by unavoida-
ble and technological explainable catastrophes. 

• Foggy future for nuclear technology (at least in some countries) caused, in 
addition to lack of benefits from nuclear energy, lowering of industrial in-
vestments and, unavoidably lowering of research investments: this caused 
lower interest by young generations, lower interest in safety and, ironically, 
higher costs that further decreased the interest toward this technology. 

• Authors of the paper had the possibility to follow and to participate in the 
gigantic effort to finalize the design and to demonstrate the safety of nuclear 
installations: regrettably and ironically (again!) once the safety demonstration 
for nuclear reactors became possible, the decline of the technology started or 
accelerated. The same authors regret that young scientists have no possibility 
to experience stimulating times unless innovation occurs. 

• Climate change (whatever coming from pollution and human impacts or from 
universe-connected changes) is a strong advocate for nuclear energy: there is 
no recognition of this (easy) statement in a market-policy driven context where 
the web works as a constraint rather than a freedom ploy (as it happens in 
different sectors of society). 

For many years, we have been studying nuclear energy and its key role in pro-
viding power to the modern world, and we are concerned about its future and its 
success. The pathway to the present and the road into the uncertain future of 
this vital energy source must be viewed and placed in historic context. Such is 
the rapid changes of science, technology and civilization and their evolution, we 
still are unsure of the lost art of building the Pyramids, what marvels are still ly-
ing in the tombs in China, what Newton discovered (or not) in his chemistry 
studies, or even how human life and civilization itself began.  

Lest we all forget, just longer than one century history characterizes the nuc-
lear era during a fast changing world: it took nearly two millennia for Galileo 
Galilei to update the ideas of Archimedes; and a few hundred years to Albert 
Einstein to improve the physics picture provided by Galilei and Newton. How-
ever, during less than a century all discoveries that made possible the exploita-
tion of the fission chain reaction suddenly and almost miraculously occurred. 
Possibly, the foundations of the nuclear era are still weak and without streng-
thening may collapse due to challenges put by the same civilization that origi-
nated and took the benefit of nuclear energy. In particular, epochal changes for 
fission energy technology are expected in next few years. Many reactors may be 
forced to disappear like dinosaurs and the nuclear fission technology may col-
lapse like the dirigible technology; deep research findings in many areas that 
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sustained the nuclear technology are already buried alongside the many amazing 
pioneers who performed the research; an avalanche is falling down of incompe-
tence and misunderstandings which are at the origin of cost increases for Nuc-
lear Power Plants, delays in project execution and even cancellations. Un-clarified 
scientific and technical topics become fertile ground for anti-nuclear scientists 
who have easy access and listening from policy makers, who often remain un-
iformed about the scientific underpinnings and the past experience and know-
ledge—and where it leads. 

As we have stated before, [1]: “Certainly, the risk from energy systems, energy 
production, and energy use is low. But societies do not have a unified and uni-
versal measure of what constitutes acceptable risk. The attitude to risk varies 
with the activity, history, technology, and the regulatory or legal framework. 
This is already well known and documented in the study of risk analysis and is 
unlikely to change towards some more rational basis. Clearly related to self-pre- 
servation, personal experience, and our perceptions, most people accept some 
necessary everyday risks, such as driving a car, ignore others like living in an 
earthquake-prone area, pursue some by, say, buying stocks, and reject others like 
not jumping off a cliff. The risk from nuclear energy use poses special questions, 
as its potential radiation threat is unseen and not very well understood by the 
public. This is rather like electricity itself, which in its earliest days was even 
perceived as some unknown threat or hazard. Should the risk from an energy 
source be compared to natural disasters such as floods or earthquakes? Or to the 
risks of other technologies? Or to some legal or societal norm or standard?” 

Indeed we have this recent statement from religious leader Pope Francis: “I 
have a personal opinion: I wouldn’t use nuclear energy until it is totally safe to 
use”, the Pope told a group of reporters aboard the plane returning to Rome 
from Tokyo, emphasizing that a nuclear accident could “always happen” and 
would necessarily be “big” once it occurred  
(engish.kyodonews.net/news/2019/11/306063dc6f54-urgent-pope-airs-oppositio
n-to-nuclear-energy-over-safety-risks.html). 

Therefore, four main issues or challenges confront nuclear energy today: 
1) Acceptance: despite past accidents demonstrating, achieving and retaining 

public confidence as a safe and cheap source of energy, e.g. [2];  
2) Sales: competing head-to-head in open energy market places against stiff 

competition from cheap natural gas and high efficiency fossil power plants and 
subsidized renewables; plus 

3) Investment: retaining political and financial support for nuclear-related 
policies worldwide, including non-proliferation, enrichment technology and use, 
research demonstration, and managing and recycling used nuclear fuels, e.g. [3]. 

4) Innovation: many of the so-called new or advanced nuclear energy con-
cepts and ideas have been around for decades, or are recycled reincarnations al-
ready not accepted in the marketplace; and (possibly, apart from in China) the 
needed prototypes, (expensive) demonstrations, risky testing and “true” innova-
tions are not now happening.  
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This is clearly “tough sledding” for any technology, development or science, 
and the intertwining of nuclear energy with the nuclear weapons past, national 
policies of the present, and the global energy supplies of the future cannot be just 
dismissed. Nuclear energy is in the middle of all these tensions, needs and de-
bates, as emerging regional economies like India, China Africa strive to power 
their nations and assure their people’s future. Meanwhile, existing “world pow-
ers” still grapple for supremacy and influence, while other countries just seek 
energy security—especially those without lots of oil, gas, coal or uranium. Just to 
add to the mix, along comes the concerns about “global climate change” due in 
part to human energy use and carbon-based fuels, which are now driving wor-
ries about the world and its atmosphere, and may even imperil the survival of 
many low lying countries and lands if sea levels continue to rise inexorably. 

Nuclear energy is not the one solution to all these issues—but it is an indis-
pensable and vital part of any and all of the necessary and needed solutions, [1]. 
However, there are also real questions about the future—particularly today.  

The scope for the present paper is the intersection between nuclear energy, 
current technology and knowledge and the society with “visible” issues like ca-
tastrophes and risks in different sectors of today civilization and the permanent 
concern of climate change are concerned. Within the nuclear technology arena, 
the objective for the paper is fixed by the following considerations: 
• The fundamental design basis has remained largely unchanged, see below, 

and numerous accident mitigation measures have been included into the ex-
isting unit designs to varying degrees (e.g. core catchers, vessel external cool-
ing, remote control rooms, severe accident management guidelines and fil-
tered vented containments). 

• None of these preclude the consequences of extreme events which by defini-
tion are beyond the design basis, whatever that is, and include the key role of 
human intervention (e.g. in decision making, core cooling, system restora-
tion and activity release), [5].  

• Prudent “stress testing” and enhanced emergency preparedness become the 
tools for accident management and mitigation measures, despite the remaining 
potential for severe social disruption, [4], see also [6]. 

• The key challenge is to comprehensively derive a quantified risk assessment, 
e.g. [7], for a design basis for a complex technology which includes the indi-
rect as well as the direct social impacts, which is not the historical regulatory 
approach which focuses on activity release. 

• Also included must be human involvement and decision making for extreme 
events, which defines and acknowledges uncertainties and the dynamic na-
ture of risk, [8]. 

• Given there is no such thing as “absolute safety”, the overall objective to en-
sure employee and corporate safety, to assure environmental preservation, 
and to attain public and political trust, e.g. [9]. 

Therefore, a two-pronged analysis is considered in the paper. On the one 
hand we attempt to show that current nuclear fission is not an exotic energy 
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source. Rather its bases and background are consistent with society’s needs: the 
deployment of a suitable number of nuclear reactors is well within acceptable 
safety boundaries; and the source of electricity by the nuclear fission has the po-
tential to be harmonized with other energy sources including alleviation of the 
suspected major causes for climate change. On the other hand, a deep revision of 
safety concepts and applications for existing and new reactors is needed, both to 
deal with public negative trust by introducing a new way of thinking, and to 
create a dynamic cross-link between existing safety features (of nuclear reactors) 
and the advancement of knowledge and modern science. 

The logical structure of the paper may be distinguished into three parts in ad-
dition to this Introduction and the Conclusions. 

Firstly identifying the past road, examining selected key interactions between 
nuclear energy and societal aspects shows the roots by which nuclear energy is 
conceived: the history of physics in the last century (Section 2); the weaknesses 
associated with the global market and the picture of accidents (Section 3); a vi-
sion for the new risk concept (Section 4); and the response of safety technolo-
gists i.e. “the barriers” (Section 5). 

Secondly, defining the present road, proposing a dynamic framework to build- 
up a safety context for nuclear reactors based on continuously moving research 
boundaries and consistent with current societal needs (Section 6): items include 
motivation in the workplace, independent assessment overpassing the industry 
proprietary information, and intervention (if requested) of a technology-security 
team to restore eventually endangered safety infrastructure, are examples of as-
sembled constituents opposing the release of radioactive material. 

Thirdly, signposting the future, considering of risk-defined “extreme events” 
to support the demonstration of resilience for the conceived dynamic framework 
and ensure public trust (Section 7): i.e. to identity a way to slow down and to 
stop the decline of nuclear technology. 

2. The History: The Past Growth Path and Technology Basis  

Industrial progress during the XIX century led to break-through applications 
like electricity and thermal engines. However the physics did not move far away 
from the discoveries of Galileo and Newton. Suddenly, at the end of the century 
and during the initial two decades of XX century, the discoveries in physics be-
came overwhelming (see e.g. what Einstein, Rutherford, Curie, Schrödinger, etc., 
found). In such a context the nuclear physics era started: the discoveries of neu-
tron and fission followed during the fourth decade: the related developments in 
technology (from ideas by Hahn, Meitner, Bohr, Compton, Lawrence, Szilard, 
Kistiakowsky, etc.) culminated with the construction of the Fermi pile in 1942 
and the working atomic bomb. The background history of nuclear energy is out-
lined hereafter.  

2.1. The Growth along the Past Road  

The entire timeline is sketched in Figure 1, and is framed as the developments  
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Figure 1. Summary history diagram for nuclear technology. 
 
since WWII with the nuclear weapons development fully described by Richard 
Rhodes in two masterly books, [10] and [11]. The advent of nuclear energy de-
rived from a reactor core was a specific turning point in the world and for an 
excellent account and detailed insider’s view of the whole development since 
WWII, see the text by B. Goldschmidt, [12]. 

The demonstration of sustainability of the fission reaction is a fundamental 
landmark for mankind equivalent to the discovery of fire, achieving the ability to 
produce carbon steel products (the “Iron Age”), the discovery of thermal engine, 
or the proposition of the “E = mc2” formula. At that historical moment, i.e. the 
end of the WWII, Hyman Rickover entered the nuclear era and made nuclear 
energy useful for peaceful purposes—the nuclear submarine deterrent and the 
nuclear powered aircraft carrier, able to strike anywhere at any time. The first 
nuclear-powered engine and the first atomic-powered submarine, the USS Nau-
tilus, were launched in 1954, and soon sailed the world.  

As in the case of Fermi, several excellent books have been written to describe 
the life and the findings of Admiral Rickover, whose determined and driven lea-
dership focused on attaining needed results despite much opposition, e.g. [13], 
[14] and [15]. For the Nuclear Navy, the selection of water fixed a roadmap in-
volving high pressures and the consideration of the vessel as the key component 
for the system design. Other peculiarities of the resulting PWR loop can be 
stated as follows:  

1) Avoid saturated boiling in the core to preserve the uniformity of neutron 
flux as much as possible.  
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2) Introduce steam generators to allow boiling and steam production, i.e. in a 
fluid different from the fluid passing through the core, suitable to move a tur-
bine.  

3) Relative elevation difference between core and steam generators in such a 
way that natural circulation can remove the decay power should main coolant 
pumps go out of order.  

4) Piping connection with the pressure vessel at an elevation above the core 
and with a size (pipe diameter small enough) to allow core cooling following the 
unfortunate event of pipe break.  

The design of PWR incidentally included technological facets which made 
replication specialized: key ones are the pressure vessel itself with thick walls 
unsuited even for heavy industry, the sophisticated control rod drive, and the 
fuel assemblies. So as commercial power plant designs emerged, and the com-
mercial industry took off worldwide, many technology licensing agreements 
were signed between the USA manufacturers with industry partners in France, 
Japan and Korea, not only to bolster the defense of the then “free world” but also 
enable further development of their post war economies. The restraints on fuel 
enrichment know-how and on nuclear technology transfer eventually lead to 
“new” national designs and independent nuclear weapons and reactor programs 
(in UK, France, India, Pakistan, China, etc.). We need not dwell deeply on these 
topics, and it is fully described in many texts elsewhere, see e.g. [16] (nuclear fuel 
and enrichment) and [17] (nuclear reactors in the world), and the consequences 
continue today.  

The privatization of electricity industry, [18], was born in the late 50’s to im-
prove the industry performance inside a competitive market, [19], and received 
an impulse for the electric sector in the USA towards the end of 70’s and later on 
reflected in EU. Noticeably, France a major nuclear energy user is among the last 
Countries to adapt the electricity industry to the new market exigence. 

2.2. The Decline: From Active to Passive 

But there was real progress, with 400 reactors (considering those permanently 
closed reactors that have been in operation are 500 or more) successfully oper-
ating worldwide, with numbers continuing to grow despite international ten-
sions, various wars and conflicts and the ending of the Cold War. In fact this 
even freed up the Russian nuclear sector to partnering and build agreements .As 
shown by Figure 1, the overall evaluation is that from the 1970’s, nuclear safety 
was driving the technology. Nowadays (2020’s) nuclear safety is lagging behind. 
Partly due to the low popularity of nuclear energy, but also the decrease of many 
governments’ involvement in favor of supposedly “greener” energy “options”, 
lacking commitment to nuclear fuel re-cycling since there was no global energy 
or uranium supply crisis, and the emergence of higher efficiency combined-cycle 
gas and supercritical coal plants.  

As a result, new technology developments of breeder and high temperature 
reactors have been largely abandoned or downsized in US, UK, France, Germany 
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and Japan, and although it was recognized that international cooperation in R&D 
must take place (e.g. via the Generation IV International Forum and other or-
ganizations like the IAEA and OECD/NEA) the designs actually sold in the 
marketplace still all used technology fundamentally firmly rooted in the 1950’s 
along with the traditions in licensing and engineering standards that had emerged 
as a result. 

The uncertain political support for nuclear energy, the adoption of an arbi-
trary risk perception metrics in decision making, instead of outcomes from ri-
gorous risk analysis and the ease with which it is possible to manipulate public 
opinion, exhausted major nuclear industries mainly in what formerly (last few 
decades of the XX century) was the “industrialized world”. One may provoca-
tively state that the nuclear industry was hit by technology un-relevant events 
and reacted by pursuing purely fashionable developments.  

The first example is the use of gravity-driven emergency cooling systems to 
remove megawatts of thermal power from the relatively small core region de-
spite the “wheel being invented”, where the wheel signifies energized and active 
pumps. The emergence of so-called passive systems constitutes challenging de-
signs which lead to changes in the overall layout and indeed coolant of reactors. 
The fashionable motivation to use passive systems at any technological cost does 
not create question marks on the reliability of the gravity force, but opens un-
solved (and not easily solvable) queries about the demonstration of minimizing 
the risk when relying on natural circulation as the dominant heat removal 
process. 

The second example is the possible deployment of Small Modular Reactors 
(SMR). If those SMR constitute a technological need, e.g. in remote regions of 
the planet or for special application other than electricity production, their use is 
unavoidable and consistent. On the opposite, if the SMR are the product of an 
energy market incapable of providing suitable financing to the construction of 
larger size nuclear reactors, a defeat of rationality occurs together with the return 
to the witch hunt of middle age blaming the designs of current nuclear reactors 
despite smaller designs costing more per unit output (Note-1: having more 
units deployed is generally a greater overall societal risk being this roughly 
proportional to the number; so deploying (more) smaller units must be 
made proportionally “safer” than (fewer) larger ones). The SMR may also 
suffer because of claims of the fashionable connection with gravity forces dis-
cussed in the previous paragraph. 

The third example is the so-called Gen IV reactors consisting of those con-
cepts not yet commercially deployed, [20]. For the time being those are chimeras 
(possibly similar to the fusion reactors) since basically their design and demon-
stration is at a stage far away from deployment (i.e. more than two decades) and 
innovations are in the hands of capable scientists and entrepreneurs rather than 
technologists connected with industry. So, Gen IV results are far away the 
present context, where facts in the past and frequency based risks are in the fo-
cus.     
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But now silently and simultaneously arising was the “Computer Age”, which 
not coincidentally also had its origins in the need for complex nuclear weapons 
implosion calculations, reactor physics analyses and nuclear cross-sections and 
reactions. It arose due to the original and brilliant minds of von Neuman, and 
Turing, and the many now profitable developers of the GUI, integrated circuits, 
memory cards, Fortran, HTML, Mosaic, Google, e-mail, the internet, iPhones, 
parallel and “cloud” computing , virtual reality, computer-aided design (CAD), 
and, of course, movie downloads.  

3. Nuclear Energy and the Road Today: Accidents, Markets  
and Their Impacts  

Nowadays two or three governing poles can be distinguished as moving progress 
of the civilization on the earth, one of those being the former group of “indu-
strialized countries”, driven by the US. The control of the global market consti-
tutes the main way to orient the progress; the energy sources are the key element 
of the market: it can easily be deduced that any decision related to nuclear ener-
gy affects the direction of the progress, [21]. 

The accidents and the resulting damages, mostly in terms of human lives, are 
tools to drive the decision passing through the public opinion; nonetheless the 
knowledge of facts about accidents appears important. Selected insights about 
the global market and the accidents are given below.  

3.1. Accidents Actually Happened 

We are where we are today partly because unexpected nuclear accidents strongly 
affected the nuclear era. The description of major accidents is well beyond the 
purposes of this paper: details of the technological conditions that brought to the 
accidents as well as the concerned system performances before the loss of core 
geometric integrity core is given in [22]. Here a few notes are outlined. One of 
the major problems is that everyone was caught off guard by accidents that 
should not have happened, at least according to the best expectations of the de-
sign rules and complex regulations. Even the best practices of Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment (PRA) with complex event trees and sequences show unverifiable 
low frequencies for core damage, and, of course, fail to actually prevent the ac-
cidents themselves, [23]. So what happened?  

Until 1979 safety records for civil nuclear power plants were excellent every-
where, i.e. no sign of safety weaknesses (more details in the next paragraph); 
costs and construction time were under control; no public opposition was de-
tectable: the importance of Fast Breeder Reactors to close the fuel cycle was rec-
ognized and related projects were underway; the future for fission energy was 
bright.  

A refrain from nuclear teachers at University till before the TMI-2 accident 
(1979), was that nuclear technology as a difference from any other technology 
(oil, chemistry, car, etc.) has never induced fatalities with the noticeable excep-
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tion of the SL-1 research reactor in Idaho (1961) (Note-2: this “refrain” was 
actually questionable, because, in addition to SL-1 other nuclear technology 
induced fatalities occurred in the period 1955-1979—not further discussed 
here).  

The Rasmussen report in 1974, was a landmark in nuclear technology (Figure 
1) marking the historical development of Probabilistic Risk Assessment, [24], see 
also [25]. The US NRC report demonstrated that current safety standards of 
nuclear technology were higher (or much better) than in other sectors of human 
civilization like transportation and car industry, health care, etc.; however, the 
comparison of fatalities and injuries coming from heterogeneous sectors of civi-
lization might not prove to be fully justified. 

The Three Mile Island (TMI-2) accident occurred in 1979, e.g. [26]; this had, 
at least, one less severe precursor in another US reactor. Human errors on the 
site (operator mistakes) associated with some inadequate knowledge transfer 
between research findings and industrial applications had a role for causing the 
core melt. However, safety barriers constituted by pressure boundary for prima-
ry fluid and containment proved to be strong enough and negligible radiation 
impact upon environment occurred. Noticeably, the TMI-2 type of event is part 
of the findings of the Rasmussen report, but did not receive adequate attention. 

But it got even worse with the Chernobyl, [27], and Fukushima, [28], reactor 
accidents, and the causes have been extensively studied elsewhere and were due 
to combinations of design flaws, inadequate safety analysis and systemic man-
agement issues. However, “The problem wasn’t so much the damage from those 
accidents per se, but the sheer cost, which was enough to bankrupt even the 
most deep-pocketed owner or operator. Public panic has resulted in increased 
licensing times, design costs, and provision of extra backup power and cooling 
options for existing and new plants”, [4]. Purely political decisions to phase out 
or essentially abandon nuclear power occurred for instance in Germany after 
Fukushima; and in Italy which before 1986 had six reactors in operation or close 
to operation and 20 more under advanced design. 

As we have also said, [1]: “Superficially, the trends and outcomes from rare 
events in energy systems and technologies worldwide are different from the risks 
involving massive financial defaults, crises, and losses. But all technological and 
transactional systems share the common involvement of human learning and 
risk-taking when goods, products, and services are involved.”  

And: 
“What were the major impacts from Fukushima and from Deepwater Hori-

zon? Those accidents put people in fear and trepidation of potential harm, even 
at large distances away when the actual risk is negligible. There was also societal 
fear and media reinforcement of possible extensive damage to homes and the 
environment, which can cause social disruption, trauma, and even evacuations. 
Of course, these accidents did also produce actual economic, financial, and so-
cial consequences, with losses in energy production, corporate value, and busi-
ness markets. And there was a consequential reduction of public confidence in 
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political, industrial, and social institutions.” 

3.2. Market Reforms and Investments Consequences 

The overall structure and functioning of world energy markets is well covered 
elsewhere, and the DoE Energy Information Agency, the World Energy Confe-
rences and many oil and gas companies publically share comprehensive reports 
on past, present and future energy use, nationally and globally, e.g. [29] [30], and 
[31]. Although varying in the details, viewed in a global context, these reports 
and massive economic models all show a declining future for nuclear energy’s 
market share. 

The consequence of the seriously frightening accidents and of electricity mar-
ket “reforms” upon the nuclear industry can be easily perceived. There was ab-
andonment of nuclear energy by some like Germany, making Europe even more 
reliant on imported gas; more safety requirements for back-up power systems; 
and lower interest from the USA to expand the nuclear energy market. A more 
subtle impact comes from privatization, which together with the unavoidable 
split of ownership of energy market quotas, makes difficult large investments 
and long-term (several decades) strategies, which are intrinsic characteristics or 
needs for investment in the nuclear industry.  

If that was not enough, post 2010 cheap natural gas and oil from new and in-
novative US “fracking” technology exploded onto national and world energy 
markets, lowering market prices, lowering emissions by substituting for coal, 
and increasing efficiency with combined cycle technology and low capital cost 
modular units of 20 through 300 MW(e). By providing lower cost energy, world 
economic growth is enabled, since 90% comes from such sources, but this does 
not solve the issue of rising carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere and the po-
tential for possibly irreversible climate change. Only nuclear energy, by deploy-
ing thousands of GW(e)-size plants between now and 2050, can really and truly 
help stabilize anthropogenic emissions, enable electrification of transportation, 
and support needed alternative fuels (like hydrogen), while synergistically help-
ing intermittent renewables to flourish, [32].  

This is all been well known for 20 years—but 20 years of inaction and missed 
international targets has now lead to historically high CO2 concentrations and 
almost hysterical reactions. In any case atmospheric pollution should be halted… 
and nuclear option is a viable option: clearly pollution is not stopped by more 
fracking.  

Finally, while major nuclear projects succeeded in China and the Middle East, 
new builds in France, Finland, USA and UK suffered $B in budget overruns, plus 
years of delay in schedules. These projects were still mainly “one-off” despite at-
tempts to standardize features and streamline licensing reviews, with local changes 
to requirements that can often take several years. This is a clear message that new 
approaches and skills are needed and necessary in both licensing and project 
management.   
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Major financial and corporate restructuring occurred of major designer/builder 
companies (i.e. AREVA and Westinghouse) and the UK and Canada had already 
given up state or government control of their nuclear build enterprises. Into this 
void have rushed many entrepreneurs asking for funds while promising smaller, 
cheaper, easier to build concepts—but despite the claims none yet openly com-
petitive with natural gas and large plants, [33] and [34]. Governments have 
responded and sounded their support for new nuclear plants and concepts, but 
the competitive market place has not. So state subsidies, financing guarantees, 
power purchase agreements, carbon “offsets” or “emissions credits” and as-
signed values have or are having to be employed to sustain the industry and 
also keep some existing units operating. New research grants and funds have al-
so been put aside for keeping some level of knowledge and expertise at the na-
tional level.  

4. Nuclear Safety Evolution as of Today: “Barriers” and  
Advancing Safety  

Meanwhile in modern society, considerable evolution of thinking about safety 
has lead to reinforcing purely “deterministic” analyses of specific accidents with 
the extensive use of probabilistic methods and their related performance indica-
tors. For an excellent and comprehensive summary in multiple industrial appli-
cations see e.g. [35], where the “… the aim is to find safety indicators, existing or 
newly developed, that can be used successfully as tools in safety management”, 
concluding with the need to progress from purely reactive (past performance) to 
proactive (future) indicators. Risk-informed decision-making processes and me-
thods are already embraced in a number of other arenas where catastrophic fail-
ures can be a very public spectacle, e.g. [36]. It is in the spirit of adapting this 
approach that the following evolution is developed for advancing nuclear and 
operational safety from the stasis where it resides today. 

4.1. The Use of “Barriers” as Part of Defense-in-Depth 

To minimize accident occurrence and any consequences, traditionally in the 
nuclear, oil and gas, chemical and airline industries, safety “barriers” have been 
included in the designs against catastrophic failures and their consequences.  

However, it is silent on the financial consequences. Postulating some event, 
engineered systems and computerized controls are in place, supplemented by 
physical barriers, redundant back-ups and reinforced by operating procedures, 
intensive training, administrative controls and safety “management” systems. 
Sometimes called “defense-in-depth”, these multiple barriers are layered or in-
terleaved, supplementing and reinforcing each other. They are superimposed on 
design margins to failure, which are adequate to account for data uncertainties, 
lifetime performance degradation, and simple lack of knowledge. So for nuclear 
energy currently we presently have all of these “barriers” types in play: 

Procedural: 
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1) Codes and standards for design with built-in safety margins; 
2) Licensed professional operators who are fully trained; 
3) Security staff, controlled access and anti-intrusion measures; 
Safety control: 
4) Physical barriers against failure, like fuel cladding and primary circuit ma-

terials; 
5) On-line monitoring of the performance, operating state and limits; 
6) Engineered safety and back-up systems for assuring power and cooling; 
Event management: 
7) Large containment structures to retain any radioactivity or damage; 
8) Exclusion “zones” around the site boundary as a precaution; 
9) Emergency supplies of equipment and personnel from offsite; 
Societal protection: 
10) Evacuation procedures for any potential exposed population; 
11) Restrictions on radioactive releases, doses and materials; 
12) Extensive independent licensing, management safety and performance re-

views. 

4.2. Why Barriers Do Not Work or Can Be Penetrated  

A formidable and comprehensive list indeed, and are all desirable and self-evidently 
safe—or are they? In James Reason’s classic “Swiss cheese” analogy, barriers of 
all such types and schemes can be “penetrated” or bypassed or be vulnerable, so 
we now know even these listings are not sufficient.  

We already know that physical, design and administrative barriers can be 
breached (the classic clad, circuit and containment as already shown by TMI, 
Chernobyl and Fukushima). We already know that computer, administrative 
and procedural barriers can be breached when involving human actions and de-
cisions (TMI, Chernobyl, Deepwater Horizon, Boeing Max 8 …). The airline 
industry has reached the lowest possible demonstrated crash/failure rate for any 
industry (other than concrete dams) and still has accidents that are attributable 
to human induced failures and mistakes, [7]. 

Accidents are no respecter of international boundaries, national culture or 
even national pride, let alone barriers. It has happened in the USA, where li-
censing complexity, safety procedures, design rigor and investment protection 
are crucial, and accidents should be controllable but barriers failed by turning 
needed systems off. It has happened in Soviet Union, where state control of eve-
rything failed to foresee simple mistakes in the pursuit of doing the tests that 
were ordered despite being unsafe and unstable to do so. 

And it has happened in Japan, one of the safety conscious and risk averse na-
tions in the world, where safety margins against flooding due to a tsunami wave 
were simply not sufficient. This occurred in a nation whose trains always run on 
time, whose pedestrian crossing and road safety signs abound, whose people 
wear masks if they have a virus to protect their fellow citizens, and where there is 
so little expected risk there is even not an original Japanese word for “risk”.  
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As a panacea, there seems no point in just adding more barriers, layer on 
layer, or even adding a real time “risk monitor” overlay because they have al-
ready been shown to be penetrable or rendered inoperable. The increase in the 
level sophistication of I&C, as an alternative (or an addition) to more barriers, 
may also results as a no-achievement from the safety view point, [37]: new 
components create new pathways for events and new statuses for the system 
which cause potential bifurcations more and more difficult to be characterized. 
The failure of Boeing Max8 aircraft computerized anti-stall system to stop the 
pilot fatally stalling the aircraft is a recent tragic example.   

Also the overwhelming temptation in probabilistic risk assessments is then to 
multiply the probabilities of “independent” failure of each, resulting in extremely 
small numbers that then cannot be verified experimentally or by human expe-
rience (see any modern PRA…)! We have truly taken the modern probabilistic 
risk methodology (event trees and sequences) to the limits of its applicability and 
credibility, particularly as actual events occur more frequently than ever pre-
dicted.  

The ever-popular use of “Risk Matrices” has been widely adopted as a means 
to identify major hazards, including fiscal exposure and business risks. But apart 
from arbitrarily and conveniently categorizing risks (say, into high, medium or 
low; or likely, unlikely, extremely unlikely, etc.) there are no technically quanti-
fied risks or frequencies. Their consequence ranking, small, large, and unac-
ceptable, simply enable some objective scrutiny and a means of setting relative 
priorities-while implying that management is being shown to be prudent and/or 
following regulatory requirements. 

5. Risk Is Not Probability Times Consequence  

Risk is relative, and although we may adopt a loss probability function where the 
probability is less the greater the damage or loss, risk will still depend on the fu-
ture (posterior) exposure and the number of prior outcomes or events. 

5.1. Defining Risk 

We need to think about what we mean by “risk”. Risk can be defined as due to 
uncertainty, and is perceived by us, individually and collectively, as being a high 
risk or not based on how we feel about it, and have been taught, trained, expe-
rienced, learnt, or indoctrinated. The implications are for the development of 
socially acceptable safe design and operation of modern technological systems. 
In particular, for nuclear plants, the exclusion of core melt and of radioactive re-
leases may indeed form the new Social Design Basis (SDB), [38]. 

The key and clearest definition comes from the financial arena where fortunes 
are won and lost, and financial crises come and go, [39]: “Risk entails two essen-
tial components: exposure and uncertainty. Risk then, is exposure to a proposi-
tion of which one is uncertain.”  

The key challenge is to comprehensively derive a quantified risk assessment 
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for a design basis for a complex technology which including the social impacts 
or consequences, h. Note that the relative consequence or the total risk exposure, 
R, is not given by the commonly adopted point value multiplier of (probabili-
ty-times-consequence) or P × h, but depends on the varying risk exposure. In 
that traditional usage, just multiplying the numbers can make a low probability 
high consequence event which is quite destructive the same “risk” as a high 
probability but low consequence happening, which it clearly is not. Equivalently 
and physically, the total risk exposure is the total area under the probabili-
ty-consequence risk curve, whatever shape or slope it has, and the fractional risk, 
ΔR, is defined as the magnitude of any incremental consequence or risk, Δh, 
times its probability of occurrence, viz 

ΔR = P × Δh. 

The risk from energy systems, energy production and energy use is low. But 
societies do not have a unified and universal measure of what constitutes ac-
ceptable risk—that varies with the activity, history, technology, substance and 
the regulatory or legal framework. The patchwork quilt of “tunnel vision, ran-
dom agenda selection, and inconsistency” is already well known and documented, 
[40], and is unlikely to change towards some more rational basis. Clearly related 
to self-preservation, personal experience, and our perceptions, irrationally most 
people accept some necessary everyday risks (having a car accident), ignore oth-
ers (being in a large earthquake or flood), take some (buying stocks), and reject 
others (jumping off a cliff). In today’s energy-driven world, reactions vary world-
wide to energy system accidents, like the meltdowns and explosions at Fukushi-
ma, major oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico, gas pipeline fires in California, and 
mine explosions and other disasters. There are thousands of related everyday 
casualties from global energy use, both directly from automobile accidents, air-
line crashes, train derailments, gas leaks, coal mining, and indirectly from in-
dustrial plant accidents and emissions. These events all inform us that the risks 
of existing within modern society are tolerated and even ultimately beneficial in 
some way, but only until they are no longer perceived to be safe or environmen-
tally acceptable, irrespective of the actual potential presence of possible future 
harm, danger or exposure. 

The whole topic of “societal safety” has received attention in Japan, one of the 
most risk-averse nations in the world. “Dealing with problems that surround so-
cietal safety thus, requires not only revealing the physical and chemical mechan-
isms of accidents and disasters but also studying human, social, and economic 
environments that the problems relate to”, [41]. 

For those who wish to delve more deeply into the more academic aspects of 
this topic, the reference is full of useful information and perspectives that lead 
directly into the next key question.  

5.2. Acceptable Risk: What Is It? 

Nuclear energy use poses a special question, as its potential radiation threat is 
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unseen, just like carbon dioxide emissions. What is an acceptable risk for nuclear 
power? Or for any technology? Should they be compared to natural disasters, 
like floods or earthquakes? Or to the risks of other technologies? Or to some le-
gal or societal norm or standard? Traditionally, for nuclear technology risk has 
been accepted the general heading of “adequate health and safety protection for 
the public”. Attempts to define the “boundaries” or regions between accepta-
ble/tolerable and unacceptable/intolerable risks have traditionally been based on 
the consequences, namely of the numbers of deaths, injuries, releases, or equiva-
lent or actual costs, and the frequency of how often these events may occur. The 
regions and the boundary are both difficult to define, let alone implement. Even 
“relative” risk has been suggested as a measure of acceptability comparing, say, 
deaths from lightning strikes with death from cancer, or multiplying “probability 
times consequences” as some indicator. But, because of human errors and blund-
ers, actual events occur that exceed these nominal limits, causing outcry, recri-
mination, inquiries, negative press, and even more regulations. They are the 
“rare events” or “black swans” that we did not expect and were not prepared for. 
So it is difficult to define a clear boundary while acknowledging the real uncer-
tainties due to the finite significant probability of a rare event.  

Superficially, the trends and outcomes from rare events in energy systems and 
technologies worldwide are different from, say, the risks involving massive fi-
nancial defaults, crises and losses. But all technological and transactional systems 
share the common involvement of human learning and risk taking when goods, 
products and services are involved. The same issues of planning and prepared-
ness against the unknown risk or rare event is the objective of risk assessment 
and safety management in the nuclear, aircraft, and oil and gas industries, as 
well as in the financial and military sectors. So we may apply universally the 
method of simply finding an estimate for the probability of any sized loss as a 
function of the risk exposure in order to determine the required dynamic re-
sponse and management actions to reduce or at least contain the consequences. 
This preparedness for the unexpected is necessary, despite our best efforts at 
safety improvement and risk reduction; because we can never be sure that 
something similar will “never happen again”. 

Traditionally, the paradigm was that licenses to operate nuclear plants could 
be granted, since even if an accident occurred the consequences could be mini-
mized. There was an “acceptable” risk because specialized training, safety as-
sessments, engineered safeguards and containment buildings would work, so 
public health and safety impacts would be negligible and rare. Severe accidents 
involving core melt or, worse, radioactivity releases to the environment were not 
originally conceived within the design of nuclear reactors. Unfortunately those 
accidents actually happened, although caused directly or indirectly by humans, 
and causing widespread alarm.  

The uncertainty of an Extreme Event happening, and its fiscal and social con-
sequences, can be defined using probability and consequence measures, includ-
ing social and political costs. We repeat that the risk of such an event is not given 
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by the often-used Risk = (probability-times-consequence), or by defining a ne-
gatively-sloped risk boundary between acceptable and unacceptable risks or 
some frequency vs deaths “FN” plot or frequency-consequence “F-C” curve. The 
risk is given by the total integral risk due to all possible exposure to releases, 
fears, damages, social and political disruption, and we can derive the exact ex-
pression for relative social risk using a social damage relation. Therefore, it is not 
correct to adopt “expected deaths” or probability of release or severe-damage 
consequence which use the traditional safety measures, calculating radiation 
doses to hypothetically exposed populations using a hypothetical and overly 
conservative linear dose-response relationship, [42]. We need to know the real 
societal risk not solely the postulated risk of radiation exposure, especially since 
real severe events cause more deaths by or due to evacuation and psychological 
stress than by actual irradiation harm. 

But actually the accident at the Fukushima reactors was notionally an “ac-
cepted risk” at least according to international reports from 17 countries, [43]. 
Using Probabilistic Safety Analysis, (PSA) and judgment the “acceptable” core 
damage frequency criteria for any existing plant is of order 0.0005 to 0.00001 per 
operating-year. This means for every 10,000 reactor-years of operation and we 
should expect a disaster. Now, between Chernobyl and Fukushima there are in-
deed about 10,000 reactor-years… so, simply we should not be surprised also in 
view of the fact that no safety renovation was done in Fukushima—possibly 
again due to Japanese culture. In addition, the so called “coping times” for oper-
ators and emergency staff to deal with loss of power (on-site and off-site) by 
restoring power (on-site and off-site blackout) and cooling were successively 
raised from 24 to 48 hours, [44] and [45]. But in reality, in Fukushima the 
back-up power failed due to the flooding for many days, so now 72 hours is 
judged to be the coping time frame, [46], when in fact natural disasters can and 
do cause severe infrastructure damage and power outages lasting several weeks, 
[47]. 

Following Fukushima, thousands of miles downwind and downstream, due to 
panic buying pharmacies in Vancouver in Canada ran out of iodine tablets 
widely known to limit iodine uptake to the thyroid gland. Nowadays severe ac-
cidents are part of the design of reactors; however, not even entering the discus-
sion about the common-cause-failure, at least two philosophical questions, 
which have no accepted answer, occur:  

1) What is the minimum probability for a severe accident that needs consid-
eration in the design?  

2) To what extent the new spectrum needs to be considered in the design?  
One opinion we have on this topic can be summarized as follows, e.g. [4] and 

[9]: The limit probability to be considered for design against severe accidents 
shall be comparable to that for rarely occurring cataclysmic events that may 
damage or disrupt the world (e.g. meteor impact, super-volcano eruption, dis-
ease epidemics, and thermonuclear war) which populations today accept as part 
of being alive, i.e. constitute a negligible everyday risk. 
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But there is a major and unavoidable problem with this ideal relative risk ap-
proach because it deals with happenings that may be totally outside human ex-
perience and, importantly, we actually are unable to prove the probability by 
testing or even analysis. After all, most modern technologies have had their very 
own catastrophic failures (e.g. Deepwater Horizon oil leak, Concorde aircraft 
and shuttle crashes, train accidents, bridge collapses, chemical plant explosions, 
etc.): these are accepted events as we learn and try to avoid what happened. The 
major involvement and the most dominant cause is not some random act of na-
ture, but systematically due to the unavoidable human involvement. Humans 
make mistakes: always have done, always will do. Still, the arguments above are 
suitable to explain that unavoidable severe consequences exist (and related oc-
currences shall be quantified to the best of our knowledge) and are part of our 
life.  

As we have already stated, [1], “If nuclear power is going to play a role in 
meeting the myriad energy challenges of the 21st century… then the industry has 
to embrace a risk model that integrates not just potential loss of life but social, 
economic, and political costs as well.” 

5.3. Design and Regulatory Complexity: The Need to Retain  
Control 

The present approach to reactor safety is far too complex and for historical rea-
sons largely based on showing or claiming “paper” safety. It has deeply layered 
standards, “requirements”, volumes of regulations and technical reviews. In ad-
dition, following Fukushima, there was a plethora of “guidance” (so-called Reg-
ulatory Guides), lengthy reviews, and more binding legal enforcement and re-
quirements.  

But the need for reform was clear: “This regulatory approach, established and 
supplemented piece-by-piece over the decades, has addressed many safety con-
cerns and issues, using the best information and techniques available at the time. 
The result is a patchwork of regulatory requirements and other safety initiatives; 
they are all important, but not all given equivalent consideration and treatment 
by licensees or during NRC technical review and inspection”, [48].  

Undue complexity, duplication of effort and unnecessary rules and regula-
tions exist while every nation wants to retain its own decision making. Even the 
Regulators themselves recognize there is a problem, and is reinforced by the lat-
est reporting  
(https://dailyenergyinsider.com/news/23528-nrc-proposes-new-rule-for-emerge
ncy-preparedness-for-reactors/) that the “The NRC is proposing to create an al-
ternative emergency preparedness framework for SMRs and other new technol-
ogies. The NRC would adopt a risk-informed, performance-based, and technol-
ogy-inclusive approach.”  

This is at least a first step, but still leaves in place the existing myriad of regu-
lations, guides and requirements that affect safety systems design, and multiple 
overlapping regulatory “regimes” which is now also recognized as requiring 
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coordination.  
“If two mature regulators conclude they have no reservations with a design 

during a pre-licensing review, there should be minimal impediments during the 
licensing process … I think the time is now to think boldly and look critically at 
regulatory frameworks and be open to the need to re-engineer them. It may be 
time for a paradigm shift in the regulatory space” (extract from remarks by 
President Velshi, CNSC, Canada, at the International Framework for Nuclear 
Energy Cooperation, Washington, DC, November 13, 2019).  

The actual safety objective is a very simple one, is not based on how often the 
core might melt or activity release might occur, but has already laid down clearly 
for some time: “Humans must remain in control of their machinery at all times. 
Any time the machine operates without the knowledge, understanding and as-
sent of its human controllers the machine is out of control”, [49]. 

We just need to remain in control at all times which is a fundamental safety 
precept. 

Even for the safest technology presently operating and quoted as an example, 
there are still key issues. The recent (Oct. 29, 2018) crash of a brand-new Boeing 
(large) airliner (Lion Air Flight 610) in Indonesia is sadly taken to enter the sub-
ject of (I&C) and the man-in-control-of-machine requirement. “The accident 
had been caused by a complex chain of events, Indonesian air accident investi-
gator Nurcahyo Utomo told reporters at a news conference,  
(www.bbc.com/news/business-50177788) repeatedly declining to be drawn on 
providing a single dominant cause. “From what we know, there are nine things 
that contributed to this accident,” he said. “If one of the nine hadn’t occurred, 
maybe the accident wouldn’t have occurred.” Moreover, the official report states 
what must seem blindingly obvious: “The aircraft design should provide the 
flight crew with information and alerts to help them understand the system and 
know how to resolve potential issues”, NTSC Aircraft Investigation, 2018  
(knkt.dephub.go.id/knkt/ntsc_aviation/baru/2018). 

The following items arise: 
1) Complexity is the design answer to efficiency and cost savings in a compet-

itive world. 
2) Progress of civilization is connected with increasing complexity.  
3) Cable and component aging may be seen as a huge (controversial) issue  
4) Cyber-security for critical infrastructure constitutes a modern issue.  
5) Vulnerability of components to fire, possibly in conjunction with radiation 

hazards.  
6) Resistance of components to thermal and mechanical conditions following 

an accident.  
These recent crashes of the Boeing Max8 aircraft are due to faults in the over-

all anti-stall computer system with its all-too-human interface with pilots who 
lose control. As a consequence: I&C may fail in a complex modality; I&C may 
bring the reactor status in an unforeseen or unknown condition; hidden (or la-
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tent) I&C failures including humans interactions may occur which add-up and 
bring any safe reactor status into a unrecoverable radiation spreading nightmare 

I&C, including automated and digital systems in water cooled nuclear reactors 
are part of an exponentially growing technology including several connections 
with non-nuclear industry and a wide variety of expertise. Any effort to synthes-
ize the current status or to characterize weaknesses within a paper like the present 
one may sound ambitious or impractical (see also connected insights in Section 
4.2). 

We can introduce new thinking by applying what we know from past acci-
dents and the failure of past and present practices. We can learn how to improve 
on “paper” licensing, using real safety, actual builds and plant operation, and by 
using the precepts and discipline of Process Safety Management in adopting 
modern tools and technology.  

6. The Future Signpost: Proposed “Safety Approach” and  
Objective 

Hereafter an attempt is made to pursue the objective of the paper: i.e. to identity 
a way to slow down and to stop the decline of nuclear technology by erecting a 
sign post for the future. This implied the identification of technological areas 
where substantial improvements can be attained based on current knowledge 
and established research outcomes.  

6.1. A New Safety Construct  

What is needed going forward is a new safety construct, building on what has 
been done and achieved to date, but also simplifying and removing unnecessary 
multi-layers of defense-in-depth “stuff” (margins, rules and regulations) adopted 
in the name of safety while not actually improving it. Generalized risk-based 
concepts have been proposed before e.g. by NRC for new not existing designs 
and linked to over 200 other 10CFR rules and regulations, [50], but are literally 
layered on top of these existing rules rather than constituting a new paradigm. 

A “new” safety is philosophy and approach is technologically feasible which, 
among the other things, based on the intelligent and continuous monitoring of 
the existing schemes, but which integrates and simplifies them. Not all then have 
to be or remain “safety grade” (the implications of those words are not discussed 
here) equipment, fully qualified and comprehensively tested, nor do they have to 
have repetitive extensive safety reviews.  

The existing defense-in-depth (DiD) systems simply represents common 
sense measures that back-up the overall system, and is related to what Robert 
Bea and many others call Process Safety Management defined by this distin-
guished risk analyst as: “… a disciplined, highly organized set of approaches and 
strategies whose goal is the prevention of catastrophic failures involving complex 
engineered, human-based systems”, [51]. Further he stated: “We take those in-
sights, put them back into the proactive planning types of things to prevent 
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making future failures. Learning is crucial.” Furthermore, process safety has two 
components, paraphrasing the testimony ([51], p. 293): 

1) the proactive element, things done before to ensure that as operations are 
carried out, that the likelihoods and the consequences of catastrophic failure are 
acceptable. 

2) the reactive element after performing important activities and pervading 
the entire life cycle of a system from concept to decommissioning, cradle to 
grave. 

Further the approach is modeled after the commercial nuclear power industry 
and includes supporting and reinforcing human decision making such that 
([51], p 341) “it takes special things at that sharp end to manage crises, particu-
larly when the pressures of time, information are present so that they can ob-
serve, orient, decide and act.” In addition: “Decision-making capabilities have 
and will be impaired during a crisis. Whether a crisis turns into a major accident 
depends on the planning that is done in the months and years before the crisis 
arrives”, ([51], p. 343). Applied in real time to real events, these pro-active and 
re-active components are necessary for retaining control, at all times, which is 
the overriding safety objective.  

Examples of such nascent decision-making capability also already exist oper-
ating at amazing speeds with massive impacts on dynamic and/or evolving risk: 
internet searches with instantaneous updating, short and long term weather fo-
recasting and storm tracking, algorithmic e-trading of stocks, military C3I and 
missile interception, satellite and personal surveillance using i-phone tracking, 
GPS driven trucks, robots and drones in armies, transportation and traffic flow 
management, deep well drilling just-in-time delivery, just-in-time manufactur-
ing—the list is endless and growing. Why not for nuclear reactor safety? 

Today, compared to when present nuclear reactors were first introduced 
many years ago, we are now capable of much enhanced information gathering, 
processing, assessing and managing in support of decision making: 
• remotely controlling what distant spaceships are doing,  
• viewing and manipulating how complex or robotic surgeries are being per-

formed, 
• targeting weapons with extreme accuracy over great distances,  
• performing detailed calculations of how the world’s oceans, weather and cli-

mate change,  
• remote monitoring of movement and transport by satellites and miniature 

sensors  
• communication links at extreme speeds, 
• digital “reality” of systems, components and in extraordinary detail, 
• virtual design and engineering, including full “caves” and system walk-

throughs, 
• mass production using computer driven machines, 
• security and surveillance at the macro and micro scales, 
• “intelligent” processing of information and signals, 
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• complex modeling of system response and predicted behavior in supercom-
puters. 

What we call a safety “barricade” can also be called “the consistent considera-
tion of current Defense-in-Depth”. So the minimum number seems to be four 
distinct but overlapping defense-in-depth requirements (not “barriers”) that 
follow the principles of Process Safety and what we have learned from prior 
events: 

1) Elimination of unacceptable system statuses in and by design and by the 
margins to failure (e.g. no melt, no radioactivity release…). 

2) Elimination of unacceptable system statuses by control (e.g. safe limits 
never exceeded, redundancy/diversity of indefinite cooling and of power …). 

3) Elimination of unacceptable system statuses by relentless focus on safety by 
the humans involved (e.g. in management, maintenance and operation...).  

4) Elimination of unacceptable financial risk so the focus remains on safety 
not on profit and price (e.g. investment incentives, guaranteed ROI, large market 
place penetration…). 

They are not the layered combined probabilistic deterministic “protective 
strategies” defined by the NRC, [50] (§ 4-4, pp 4-15, 16), since that includes “the 
uncertainty associated with the parameter values and models” used in the PRA 
to “verify that the quantifiable margins… are acceptable”. From actual events 
and Fukushima, we already know these layers combine to provide potentially 
misleading and unverifiable estimates of the core damage frequency and do not 
fully or adequately include the human element in severe event prediction, causa-
tion and remediation.  

In Fukushima at very beginning (i.e. 10’ - 30’ after tsunami hit the units) 
among other things they did not catch the severity of the situation. This is why 
we need a possibly automatic tool (part of what is termed “new” system) to au-
tonomously (as far as possible) detect the severity of the accident and eventually 
react: the automatic, instant reaction (e.g. related to ERT, see below) should be 
in addition to later human reaction. 

The “reliability” of successfully deploying the Emergency Rescue Team (ERT, 
or any and all back-up systems) can be used to determine the probability of suc-
cess (i.e. incident/event conclusion, containment or aversion). It is not possible 
to show a failure probability less than about 10−2 per demand (from learning 
theory and comparisons with actual human performance and emergency equip-
ment data).When there is serious deployment or access difficulty little credit can 
be claimed for enhanced or speedy recovery, as shown by the Fukushima and all 
severe event data; however, (preventive) emergency preparedness and exploita-
tion of technological tools available from the progress of civilization constitute 
duties for the designer.  . 

6.2. The Dynamic Barricade for Safety; A, B, C, D and E  

The outline of the possible structure for the dynamic barricade is given here. 
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Previous published documents, [52], provide a view of what is called a “technol-
ogical safety barrier” coming from: 1) currently identified weaknesses (e.g. nuc-
lear fuel pellet and clad, noticeably at high burn-up), 2) fundamentals of reactor 
design (e.g. circulation modes and mutual elevation between cold leg and core, 
size of cold leg, etc.), 3) concerns associated with increasing system complexity 
(e.g., as already discussed, I&C issues). Although advancement in nuclear safety 
and related probabilistic assessment had a key role when defining the features of 
the new technological barrier (see cited documents and the IAEA Integrated 
Risk Informed Decision Making, IRIDM, [53], as discussed below) a different 
background perspective for the need of what is called a dynamic barricade is 
provided hereafter.  

The new barricade is technological in its philosophy and is constituted by a 
combination of the following elements, which have a heterogeneous nature and 
role: 

Element A: the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) principle,  
Element B: the Independent Assessment (IA) requirement,  
Element C: the Best Estimate Plus Uncertainty (BEPU and PRA) approach, 
Element D: the Extended Safety Margin Detection (E-SMD) concept, 
Element E: the Emergency Rescue Team (ERT), nowadays a virtual entity. 
The entirely new element is a dynamic risk-informed “technological” barrier, 

needing electric and electronic (E-SMD) and latest computational tools (BEPU) 
applied to the analysis of any safety related aspect (so-called BEPU-FSAR, [54]); 
it is ERT supported. The words “risk-informed” require full consideration of 
Probabilistic Safety Assessment, (PSA), as well as integration of related tech-
niques into the Integrated Risk Informed Decision Making (IRIDM) framework 
IAEA, [53]; but, how to achieve these is not pre-specified or prescribed in rules, 
regulations or guidelines.  

The words “technological elements” reflect the irresistible progress of modern 
technology including the database of knowledge (e.g. a new magnitude of 
earthquake in an assigned geographical region) and shall be constantly up-
graded. The words “electric” and “electronic” give the proper emphasis to:  

1) the consideration of Instrumentation and Control (I&C) into the safety 
analysis;  

2) the design, and the operation of necessary detectors for fulfilling the needs 
of the E-SMD element.  

The word “computational” stresses the importance of analyses that are quali-
fied and independent from the designer and operator of the reactor.  

The words “ERT supported” emphasizes the need for ERT, while the E-SMD 
continuously monitors the NPP, the environment and the actions of the staff, 
and eventually solicits the intervention of ERT. 

Any implication or suggestion is not correct that this is some form of au-
to-safety wresting control away from operators and humans. Instead it rein-
forces their decision-making but does not replace it, as stated by the key 
INSAG-25 report, [53]: “It is a fundamental aspect of Integrated Risk Informed 
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Decision Making that the consequences of decisions affecting safety should be 
monitored and feedback provided on their effectiveness. Performance measures 
should be developed and monitored. Such measures should be measurable, ob-
servable, or calculable and should be sufficiently comprehensive as to provide 
the capability to assess safety in a comprehensive and complete fashion. If a per-
formance measure is not satisfied, there should be a process in place that will 
result in immediate and heightened safety awareness.” 

We propose that these measures are NOT static risk or performance “indica-
tors”, or incremental changes of calculated “core damage frequency”, some form 
of “industry trends” or “performance-based metrics”, or whatever jargon is pre-
valent as part of current regulatory “oversight”; see e.g. [55]. These can be dis-
carded—a thought unlikely to be popular with those currently wedded to and 
invested in such items. We are suggesting and recommending here that this “new 
safety” be continuous, dynamic, online and immediate 24/7/365, and openly 
available, according to the principles of Process Safety Management and the Ob-
jective of retaining control.  

This technological barrier is and must be a dynamic system tailored to each 
reactor, although design philosophy as well as procedures and databases are in 
common to all reactors, reflecting the need of consistency. We can then replace 
and discard other monitoring metrics, reporting requirements and paper studies 
to enable focus on real safety.  

Furthermore: 1) Element A, the ALARA or ALARP principle imposes we have 
to do our best, considering severe events, the threats to critical infrastructure 
and necessary “resilience” measures, [47]: among the other things this requires 
safety analyses, defense deployment and restoration actions dealing with the 
worst situation(s) that we may expect or conceive; 2) Element D, the E-SMD im-
plies an early (as quick as possible) detection of the severity of the event, in real 
time based on accurate knowledge of the potentially degraded plant status, risk 
assessment options and degree of system control; here one may also state that 
E-SMD looks at the derivative of the event, requesting protective actions before 
reaching an assigned system degradation status; 3) Element E, the ETT takes and 
processes these inputs, assessments and principles (i.e. from previous item) and 
would call for an immediate action by ERT who should be prepared to deal with 
such condition because of item (1) and undertake unequivocal decision making, 
not hampered by any perceived or artificial divisions of responsibilities and in-
terfaces (e.g. between operator, manager, owner, local, state, regulatory, emer-
gency and federal and national entities). 

The principles of using such a dynamic risk analysis approach have already 
been demonstrated for the major Deepwater Horizon/Macondo oil spill caused 
by well blowout, [56]. Using a suite of event trees and analysis of barrier failures, 
including not only physical but management and emergency systems, enabled 
the prediction of the probability of not attaining a safe end state. The key state-
ment is: “The prior probability provides a snapshot of likelihood of failure. 
However, it fails to provide better understanding of how a system deteriorates 
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with time. Similarly, the prior risk provides understanding of risk at a given 
time; however, it is not able to change with time or the situation. Therefore, it is 
not preferable to derive safety critical decisions based on prior risk. For better 
understanding of system safety in changing conditions, posterior probabilities 
(or updated probabilities) are studied”. Importantly then “It is concluded that if 
the proposed dynamic risk assessment methodology with comprehensive ab-
normal event investigation method were used and implemented properly at the 
Macondo well, this accident could have been avoided, or at least could have been 
controlled with less severe outcomes.” This fact and capability was shown by 
continuous updating of the “risk profile” during the entire event. 

The current NRS derives from the amazing history of nuclear technology 
when in less than fifteen years (i.e. from the demonstration of the fission chain 
reaction to the operation of the first power reactor) nuclear physics became nuc-
lear technology. The impulse for design innovation is understandably attenuated 
(or weakened) once reactors entered into operation: attention of designers was 
rather given to the safety demonstration, namely after the issuing of the Interim 
Acceptance Criteria (IAC) for Emergency Core Cooling Systems, [57]. Nuclear 
catastrophes (Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima) also triggered new 
activities and important researches for design improvements mostly focusing 
towards the origins of those catastrophes. Definitely, technology advancements 
were consistently included in subsequent designs of nuclear reactors: however a 
mechanism was never actuated to check whether design (and safety) improve-
ments are consistent with current knowledge. The decline of the interest from 
the public and policy makers in combination with the global market exigencies 
also brought to this situation: so it is understandable that stagnation followed the 
gigantic effort completed in the 50’s of the last century. 

6.3. The Overall Functional Design and Essential Features  

These insights into the history of nuclear physics and societally acceptable risks 
create a different background perspective (i.e. related to previous description 
documents) for here we introduce the idea of the dynamic barricade, see below. 
This should be seen as an attempt to re-establish the close connection (which 
existed during the 50’s of the previous century) between safety-design of nuclear 
reactors and advancements and competences acquired in research. The attempt 
is made concrete by the elements discussed above and superimposed in the dia-
gram of Figure 2. 

Nuclear Reactor Safety (NRS) can be imagined as formed by the two boxes 
colored green and pink, respectively, in Figure 2. The green Requirements box 
includes the safety objective, and principles; the pink Features and Functions 
box includes the process safety design that constitutes the glue between the 
above two boxes and can be imagined as constituting the functional integration 
of both key overarching principles like “Fail-to-safe” and “ALARA” (on right, as 
derived in radioprotection) also connect the two boxes. The yellow Safety Analysis  
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Figure 2. The ABCDE vision for nuclear reactor safety. 

 
and Assessment (left side of the figure), includes whatever updated and situation 
specific “probabilistic” or “deterministic” methods that allow the demonstration 
that safety is correctly part of the design of the nuclear reactors and confirmed in 
and by operation. 

The vertical dotted yellow arrow is the ERT, which is the needed additional 
constituent of the dynamic barricade, providing continuous operational feed-
back, current and projected systems status and dynamic risk profile. This is 
based on the safety margins and performance indicators determined by the 
process state and history, totally integrated with the safety analysis and its uncer-
tainties, thus minimizing the opportunity for errors in dynamic risk-informed de-
cision making.  

The following constituents are distinguished (details for their role, intercon-
nections, design targets and quality demonstration shall be found in standard 
nuclear technology documents and cannot be detailed in one paper) as follows: 

1) the Systems, Structures and Components (SSC);  
2) the Engineered Safety Features (ESF) including the Emergency Core Cool-

ing Systems (ECCS);  
3) the physical barriers such as containment (to the release of radioactive 

products);  
4) the safety functions and the alarms alsoconnected with so-called technical 

specifications for the operation of SSC; 
5) the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) and the Severe Accident 

Management Guidelines (SAMG) informing the operators for the best manage-
ment of ESF;  

6) the Instrumentation and Control (I&C) monitoring the SSC and the ESF;  
7) the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) connecting all the items above 
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(basically, the left side of Figure 2) and demonstrating the compliance of the en-
tire system (as built) with the Defense in Depth (DiD), also represented in Fig-
ure 2. 

When introducing the dynamic barricade one may note that the SSC, item 1), 
the ESF (including ECCS), item 2), the barriers, item 3), and the basic features of 
EOP and SAMG, item 5) and of I&C, item 6), are considered as consistent with 
current technology. However the safety function and the alarms, item 4), as well 
as the FSAR, item 7), are those technological constituents through which the 
idea of dynamic barricade is introduced. 

Starting from the FSAR and the BEPU approach systematically applied to any 
related analytical part, the BEPU FSAR, [54], is obtained: this is, among the oth-
er things, the key origin of E-SMD which largely expands the concepts of safety 
function and alarms, item 4). The BEPU-FSAR shall be completed within an IA 
framework, not currently part of nowadays assessment processes.  

In order to complete the consideration of elements of the barricade, the 
ALARA or ALARP established principle in radioprotection) should be translated 
as the “best possible” and adopted for technological processes including the risk 
evaluation and the ERT can be seen as an unavoidable outcome of the consider-
ation of extreme risks (see also below in this paper).  

The E-SMD should be perceived as a diffused hardware which (tightly) inter-
connects all constituent elements of nuclear reactors. The ALARA is trans-
formed from a radiation-protection related principle into a DiD principle. The 
ERT is the needed additional constituent of the dynamic barricade.  

7. Extreme Events: Causes and Prediction, and What to  
Expect 

A methodological approach and applications are discussed hereafter in order to 
inform about expected event possibility or likelihood. This shall be considered 
for the safety and design of any technologically relevant industrial installations 
and, namely for supporting the proposal for the new dynamic barricade.  

Whatever engineered system may fail following extreme situations as already 
mentioned in section 5.2 (meteorite, war, etc.), powerful empires have ended too 
in the past three to five millennia.  

The attitude of having unstoppable failures in mind and of preparing the most 
strenuous defense is the only rational reaction and precaution Apart from de-
tecting operational anomalies, monitoring and controlling departure from eve-
ryday limits, reduction in manual reporting and enabling plant performance op-
timization (which are key benefits), any new protective approach has literally to 
predict what is or might be going to happen. So what might we expect? How are 
we to react? 

7.1. What to Expect 

As stated clearly before by someone who knows: “Accidents are inevitable in 
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complex and tightly coupled systems”, [58]. 
Extreme events still occur and we continue to be surprised about them, even 

as: “The events are all reported in great detail in massive reports, often running 
to thousands of pages, and multiple organizations, committees and inquiries. 
None of these are particularly complicated or hard to understand—after all 
reactors should not melt and explode, oil rigs should not explode and leak, planes 
should not fall from the sky, financial markets should not collapse, and power 
outages should not last for weeks”, [5].  

The underlying and common cause is that the known but unexpected event 
caused the human involved difficulty in controlling what was happening. The 
approximate rates and probabilities are easy to calculate, and are reproduced in 
Table 1. 

The lowest risk is by achieving the lowest (but not zero!) possible failure, out-
come or barrier penetration rate due to simply having human involvement. Even 
for so-called passive or automatic systems, perfection of performance is extremely 
difficult to prove unless something like the T.G. Theofanous criterion, [59], see 
recent related consideration in [60], is adopted of complete exclusion by design 
and/or operation of cause or sequence (i.e. the core cannot melt, explosions 
cannot happen, radioactivity cannot be released, cooling is assured forever and 
ever, no leaks or additional failures occur, the worst that can happen is really be-
nign etc.). 

In this connection, by adopting so-called passive systems, e.g. in nuclear 
technology, we do not get rid of human factors and of impact of humans upon 
the passive system (necessarily transient) performance; rather, human impacts 
move from (mainly) the operation stage (as in active systems) to (mainly) the 
design stage (where, in case of active systems, design errors and approximations 
are minimized), see e.g. [61].  

We have established and quantified the lowest actually observed failure prob-
ability for a truly “passive” system using recently obtained actual data for a hu-
man designed, human engineered and human operated system. This data is for 
dams, which of course after being built require—or should require—little inter-
ference, minimal maintenance and almost no changes while “operating” or in 
standby mode i.e. containing water and releasing it safely only when as designed  
 
Table 1. Some typical past severe event risk estimates based on actual events (from [5]). 

Extreme Event 
Frequency and Probability 

Upper Event Rate, λ (per year) Probability of Major Loss, p 

Reactor meltdown 0.0003 0.02 per reactor 

Oil well blow-out 0.02 0.0014 per offshore rig 

Loss of aircraft 0.043 0.02 per aircraft 

Loss of grid power 0.03 0.02 per customer 

Financial crisis 0.06 0.02 per $T of GWP 
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or activated. They must do their safety job passively for many, many years, and 
there is no other human designed, built, operated and maintained system that is 
essentially so totally “passive” (even bridges require more maintenance and are 
also often newer technology structures these days). Dams are not only amongst 
the oldest structures made by man to control floods and supply power, but they 
also occasionally fail (with consequences) due to unforeseen circumstances and 
events (overtopping, excessive subsidence, structural weaknesses, inadequate 
inspections, etc.). Earlier analysis of dam failures, [62], was for the limited data 
available from the US Bureau of Reclamation but we now have access to data 
from the US National Performance of Dams Program, [63] and [64] (Note-3: 
We are extremely grateful to Professor M.W. McCann 2019, NPDP for sup-
plying these data).  

The failure data for all causes for a population of up to 90,000 such dams in 
the USA (of all known ages and lifetimes) suggest the observed probability of 
failure is circa 0.0001 per dam. This number does not depend on construction 
and does not vary much by dam age either (for the range of 1 - 120 years of op-
eration) and is for some 136 million total dam-years of operation, yielding a 
frequency of 2296/136,000,000 = 2.10−5 per dam-year. This failure probability 
and rate are about two orders of magnitude less than the lowest than can be 
shown or derived for (any and all) modern “active” technology systems that de-
pend on human involvement (emergency power restoration, nuclear reactors, 
transportation accidents, chemical plant explosions, train wrecks, various disas-
ters…) as shown in the various papers, e.g. [65].  

7.2. Implementation and Confidence in Process Safety  
Management—Not Regulation  

We, the Peoples and Public should rather be convinced and understand that re-
sidual risk exists, that technologists did their best to minimize that risk; that re-
sidual risk is quantified and continuous controlled (e.g. the part of the “new bar-
rier”); and the “value” of risk is calculated at each time, i.e. even after any in-
itiating event (this is mentioned, not hidden and not emphasized reason for the 
“new barrier”). Any “technological barrier” will surely need some kind of “AI” 
or rule-based “intelligent” system to exist. But it is the unexpected and the unan-
ticipated that occur, the failures that are ‘hidden” or not known, and the se-
quences we had discounted or not imagined. Even software is not perfect, and 
can contain errors and residual faults after extensive testing, e.g. [66] and [67], 
because they are linked to human learning. Software is still the product of the 
imperfect human mind. Hence even today’s so-called “autonomous vehicles” 
have crashes and literal “blind spots” even if they contain self-correcting learn-
ing.  

For the “design stage” remember engineers and designers are not perfect and 
make mistakes, [68], and so do the managers and operators. From published 
work on millions of actual accidents, errors and events in massive software, en-
tire systems and multiple technologies, [7] and [67], and from actual design in-
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formation that there is always a residual small but potentially fatal number of 
mistakes, errors or faults (hidden or so-called “latent”) in the design. It is known 
that despite extensive testing, beta-version releases, QA/QC procedures, inde-
pendent V&V and functional reviews, some design flaws and system perfor-
mance errors still occur at a rate of a few per million person-hours of engineer-
ing, design, software, hardware, analysis, review, construction effort, the only 
questions being ensuring can we find and fix them all and whether they are not 
“fatal”. The list today includes engineering issues for EPR construction delays, 
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, Space Shuttle crash, Fukushima reactor explo-
sions, Concorde crash, plus Chernobyl, Titanic, Boeing Max 8, etc.; the list is 
very long and still growing as technologies and knowledge change. The domi-
nant origins clearly are operational management and human decisional mistakes 
in Defense-in-Depth that can also give rise to or be compounded by Common 
Cause Failures (CCF) and/or lack of diversity and redundancy. 

For effective Process Safety Management, the job and purpose of manage-
ment, project directors, safety reviews, and of independent experts is simply to 
find the mistakes—before they can surface and/or problematic operation occurs. 
It is tough, it is difficult, it is expensive, it is not popular, but it must be done… 
and then redone… and then done again. 

We must also recognize that paradoxes exist, both in human thinking and in 
societal acceptance of risk, [65] “… Having accepted that the worst might hap-
pen, and having taken all reasonable precautions, and constructing barrier after 
barrier, the only thing to do is prepare for it”, and “… Recognizing these inter-
woven and overlapping risk paradoxes, we are better prepared and understand 
more how to reduce risk, and how to develop better systems, greater under-
standing and more effective behavior. The solutions lie not just in more robust 
engineering, or adopting ‘fail safe’ technology, or implementing more and more 
‘barriers’ to failure, but simply in relentless efforts to enhance human learning 
and reduce mistakes”. 

Then, what to do? … the answer is a continuous (each one minute or even 
each one second) evaluation of the risk and, based on that, identification of 
counter-actions and implementation of counteractions with still continuous risk 
monitoring and etc.  

Here again, eliminating complexity will be a real issue, avoiding hidden inter-
connections and dependencies, underlying linkages. Being a “continuous risk 
monitor” is a real challenge. It is partly used today, and is called “online moni-
toring” for keeping within Tech Spec operating limits (DNB, CHF, PLHGR, 
peaking/form factors, power output, etc.), tracking plant thermal performance, 
and optimizing fuel performance and component maintenance in today’s LWR. 
There is no requirement for it to be “safety grade” or “safety critical”—the re-
quirement is that it must just work, and not endanger operational critical safety 
functions. 

Adding more or different sensors is also very difficult, especially to any exist-
ing or already licensed operating plants and will be opposed as unnecessary 
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having already been judged to be adequately safe. They will always need to be 
“grand-fathered”, having obeyed all prior rules, applicable requirements and 
enforced regulations within their existing licensed operating envelope or basis. 
But, somewhat perversely, there is no incentive to change the regulations or 
process safety if it means additional hearings, licensing applications and unne-
cessary expense, and any changes can only be justified on the basis of “cost vs 
benefit” arguments. Safety changes are presently also only judged on the basis of 
any incremental reduction in the calculated core damage frequency, which we 
already know is a purely synthetic measure which is not validated by actual data, 
see e.g. [69]. 

Consider an example. The one simplest improvement after TMI for risk mon-
itoring purposes was a “melt down thermocouple” attached to the lower vessel 
head—to tell if the vessel was overheating or failing or not. The utilities and 
plant owners opposed it as being too expensive, never needed day-to-day, and 
subject to too much regulation, inspection, testing and their additional costs. If 
the cost and inconvenience exceed the benefit, as the plant output is not in-
creased—but would surely have helped the operators at TMI and Fukushima, 
and aided the post-accident inspections looking for such damage. Newer designs 
of LWR plants have expensive “core catchers” placed below the primary vessel, 
when it surely would be more and highly desirable not to have any vessel dam-
age occur or at least know if it likely in real time, not just by and from remarka-
ble post-mortem forensic examination, [70].  

Under the new safety construct, the potential for large uncontrolled environ-
mental releases indicate the importance of risk assessment and the need to quan-
tify the consequences. These consequences will include the direct and indirect 
social, economic and related costs. All risks are relative to some known or ac-
ceptable total consequence. It is generally the case that a probabilistic-based 
analysis should be used as part of the safety case and risk assessment to:  

1) define and quantify potential event sequences or scenarios; 
2) identify and prioritize the risks from and in management, design, main-

tenance, and operation;  
3) assist decision-making for estimating the future risk and consequences of 

the many phases and aspects of well operation;  
4) help define the qualifications, procedures, controls, training, skills and 

knowledge needed for risk critical aspects;  
5) provide guidance to management and operators on relative risks and con-

sequent potential losses; 
6) define mitigation and safety measures; and, most importantly,  
7) define uncertainties to ensure employee and corporate safety, to assure en-

vironmental preservation, and to attain public and political trust. 
But valuable as it is, PSA must be an aid to judgment, not a replacement for 

actual data, observation, and Process Safety Management responsibility.  
All these difficult aspects must be included in a structured risk assessment, to 

assess the priority, purpose, and potential consequences of the risk. A systematic 
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process for evaluating operational risk is vital and necessary to prioritization and 
quantification of relative risk. 

Since the Chernobyl event, passive systems were considered a possible solu-
tion to human mistakes. Actually, different features of current WCNR, like mu-
tual position of core and steam generators, steam generator design (or secondary 
side cooling) and presence of accumulators among the ECCS, are fixed based on 
passive systems which make use of gravitational (hydraulic head) forces. Passive 
systems implying a minimum number of components needing external source of 
energy to operate are superficially attractive from a reliability view point. The 
key drawback, not receiving sufficient attention, is connected with the ther-
mal-hydraulic operation: low driving forces may be overrun by low intensity 
perturbations and instability in passive systems performances may be expected, 
[61] (Note-4: In a somewhat surprising parallel, the Deepwater Horizon oil 
and gas backflow also occurred because of an unstable hydrostatic head 
imbalance between the “mud” in the drilling well and the Macondo oil re-
servoir pressures at great depths, when a concrete well seal failed that was 
not properly installed and the NRV or “blowout preventers” also then failed 
on demand). Reliability of thermal-hydraulic phenomena in passive systems re-
cently became a “new” research sector: findings and procedures are available and 
need to be considered by regulators and designers. Complex (and/or high-tech) 
active system for core cooling driven by on-site available steam energy, e.g. [71], 
might be preferable to more or less “pure” passive systems like accumulators. 

7.3. Estimating Consequence Losses and Future Risks  

Large uncontrolled environmental releases from energy systems created fear, 
uncertainty and adverse public reaction. These Extreme Events indicate the im-
portance of risk assessment and human decision-making during emergencies 
that challenge the existing design basis. In particular, an overall safety case must 
exist which goes beyond the expected to the unexpected; with structured risk re-
view in planning changes during the (many) phases of operations and emergen-
cy actions; and adequate knowledge and measurement of accident conditions by 
qualified instruments to ensure informed decisions and correct actions. Addi-
tionally, since in an Extreme Event multiple physical and procedural “barriers” 
can be and are bypassed or made inoperable, or made ineffectual due to opera-
tional considerations and procedures, the public can and will be exposed to the 
risk and fear of releases.  

Having determined the consequence probability, in principle the financial loss 
or risk can also be estimated. Losses can occur at any time, and if we are insuring 
against, investing in, or estimating the risk of incurring them we need to know 
how often adverse consequences or losses may occur and how big the financial 
and other damages might be. There must be a formal, assumed, known or em-
pirical relationship of some form between the loss from the consequences of any 
event and its probability of occurrence, P, otherwise risk assessment and insur-
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ance are not feasible concepts. In industrial accidents, for example, it turns out 
that the value of damages incurred is a function of the frequency of the event or 
loss. Fortunately, there is an inverse dependency in that large damages (or 
losses) are less likely than small ones, and there exists a distinct “damage curve” 
(Note-5: Hanayasu and Sekine, Damage Assessment of Industrial Accidents 
by Frequency-Magnitude Curve, Proc. PSAM, 2004, which parameters can 
be altered or adjusted according to relevant data), or colloquially a “Whitman 
plot”. In this way we know for civil structures that the severity or magnitude of 
the risk is mathematically related to the frequency or failure rate, so here we 
presume that the same ideas can be applied to financial loss events. 

We may also define the consequences as including the sum total of both the 
costs from: 

1) direct physical damage, equipment loss, replacement or alternate produc-
tion, and regulatory fines; and  

2) indirect damages of reputation, stock losses, social disruption, compensa-
tion payments or settlements, liability exposure or accounting set asides.  

This summation of losses or fiscal risk exposure provides an “all loss” basis for 
“all risks”, and suggests that overall quantification is necessary. Such assessments 
have already been done for other major events (e.g. the Exxon Valdes oil spill in 
Alaska) so the methodology and methods exist.  

For Fukushima, analyses have been made of the social impacts: “The tsunami 
directly killed over 18,000, most in neighboring prefectures. In 2014 the gov-
ernment of Fukushima prefecture reported a death toll from the evacuation as 
1656, as determined by municipal panels. About 90% of these indirect deaths 
were people over age 66. The figure is greater than for Iwate and Miyagi prefec-
tures, though they had much higher loss of life in the ‘quake and tsunami. As of 
March 2019, the Fukushima prefecture government reported 2268 “disaster-rela- 
ted” indirect deaths in the prefecture. Causes of indirect deaths include physical 
and mental stress stemming from long stays at shelters, a lack of initial care due 
to hospitals being disabled by the disaster, and suicides.” Source: World Nuclear 
Association, Weekly Digest, 25 October and 1 November, 2019.  

The loss ratio is solely a function of the loss or consequence probability varia-
tion with risk exposure.  

Indeed, functional forms for losses due to disasters abound in the literature, 
from the simplest power functions, to complex formulae for infrastructure 
damage assessment, [72]. In fact such methods are well developed and have al-
ready been applied to forward planning for disasters, [73], and estimating infra-
structure damage using complex computer modeling, [74].  

The lowest attainable risk probability depends on achieving the lowest possi-
ble failure, outcome or barrier penetration rate due to human and management 
involvement in operational, procedural and managerial decision making.  

Fortunately, or unfortunately, we already know estimates or ranges from prior 
universal studies of systems with human involvement with learning, including 
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notably the average interval between global financial crises and busts2, and data 
from other multiple industries for millions of accidents and events. 

(Note-6: The coronavirus and its social impact. During the publication 
process of the present manuscript, the coronavirus disease is striking the 
whole world. Although no deep scientific activity has been done by the au-
thors who do not have any specific expertise in microbiology they do have 
knowledge of catastrophes and public risk, which is precisely the context of 
the present manuscript. This has lead us to make this further suggestion on 
enhancing real public safety.  

First, we can associate the coronavirus effect with an industrial catastro-
phe, e.g. Fukushima nuclear reactor radiation release, or Gulf of Mexico oil 
platform collapse, causing widespread public concern; i.e. coronavirus vic-
tims socially correspond to victims of industrial disasters. 

Second, we observe that the virus appears to spread more effectively in 
highly industrialized regions where population density and industrial and 
societal pollution has reached the highest levels. In the case of Italy (but also 
each EU Country and also China) emblematic is that the spread of the dis-
ease was fastest in the industrialized and polluted (also due to orographic 
conformation) regions of Lombardy and Veneto and Bologna surroundings, 
but not so fast in Tuscany and even less fast (hopefully) in the South less 
industrialized regions (and where the sea beneficial effect keeps the pollu-
tion relatively low, i.e. compared with the Milan areas far away from the 
sea). In China, the spread also occurred by the mass movement of people 
which is now largely forbidden or restricted. 

Third, the (up to now) the defeat of the virus in China and Korea is asso-
ciated with the reduction of most of industrial and social activities and the 
consequent detected decrease of the pollution. So the working hypothesis is 
that there is a correlation between the virus spread as facilitated by pollu-
tion (e.g. respirable PM 10, but not only) in addition to the usual hand-to- 
hand, person-to-person or aerosol droplet mechanisms. There is no con-
sideration here of potential chemical interaction between such particles and 
virus; and without considering the “obvious” relationship between pollution 
and average resilience of—mainly older-people.  

Fourth the social safety hypothesis is that without pollution or with a 
reasonably low pollution level the spread of such a potentially airborne vi-
rus can be more easily and readily controlled. Therefore, the vital capability 
of nuclear power in producing electricity notwithstanding the unavoidable 
risks should be restored and strengthened but only with the needed safety 
enhancements suggested in this paper. It will be helpful to enter a new era 
by human kind: same energy “pro-capita”, less pollutants and more elec-
tricity by nuclear sources.) 

8. Conclusions 

We have brought together the perspectives of the theoretical, the practical, the 
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desired and the possible. Namely, we propose here a massive change in safety 
direction, content and method, using past history and present knowledge of tra-
ditional methods as a sign post towards achieving a new future. Metaphorically, 
fishing net with hooks and a series of anchors has been thrown into the ocean to 
catch the big fish. The fishing net is the knowledge acquired during a lifetime of 
activity by the authors in nuclear reactor technology; the anchors are the corner-
stones topics in the many listed references; the hooks are the argumentations 
presented in the present paper; and the reward is the big fish is the restoration of 
a rational role for the nuclear fission for electricity production. Selected argu-
mentations (the hooks), or key findings from the performed analysis are sum-
marized hereafter, whereas the evidence of the catch of the big fish is left to 
posterity. 

As exemplified by the major accidents to date, the lack or inadequate possibil-
ity to perform truly Independent Assessment is at the basis of the mistrust to-
wards the capability of today regulations to guarantee the highest achievable 
safety of nuclear installations, where inextricably intertwined market and go-
verning rules bear (some) responsibility.  

A re-foundation is needed in nuclear technology and nuclear reactor safety, 
[75] (see also [76]). The ABCDE proposal for the new safety barricade coming 
from previous studies (i.e. the main hook in the above metaphor) has been 
strengthened by the consideration of the scientific laws of probability and hu-
man learning that dominate risk in all modern technological societies (i.e. the 
anchors, above). 

Summarizing what has been discussed or implied in the present paper: 
1) Changes in the status of the system which are not sufficiently understood, 

and/or monitored, are precursors of disasters.  
2) Civilization’s progress depend on learning from risk analysis and accidents, 

whatever their severity; lessons learned must be transferred to design. 
3) Disasters cannot be avoided; they are embedded into the progress: since the 

loss of caravels by the navigator Colombus disasters are associated with the nat-
ural evolution of civilizations.  

4) Disasters, extreme events and unforeseen rare situations must be unders-
tood in order to minimize their probability of replication: again, learning is cru-
cial. 

5) Introducing additional barriers is not effective if the barriers are not “intel-
ligent” and do not dynamically adapt to the time evolution of the system to pro-
tect. 

6) Profit should not be the key target for nuclear fission technology, being a 
necessary part but not the main one. 

7) Simplification (e.g. passive systems) must be a target but are not the pana-
cea for the safe design; nonetheless, like the construction of pyramids in Egypt, 
complex systems require state of art, sometimes pioneering, solutions. 

8) Conscious designers shall not wait for regulations improvements or just be 
“within allowable limits”: rather new ideas should open the way to new rules 
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(this is not always possible… or possible in an “ideal” world). 
9) Dead-end pathways in design are possible, sometimes caused by fashiona-

ble research or undue requests by regulators: these should promptly be detected 
and properly replaced by designers. 

10) Catastrophes create fear, uncertainty and adverse public reaction: scien-
tists should maintain their fact-based opinions, noticeably considering the cor-
rect (given) definition of risk. 

11) Probability of occurrence of any event (e.g. of a disaster) may be a strongly 
time-varying function: it increases when the event time becomes closer; thus, as 
well established probability alone cannot be taken as a characterizing element, 
and a “dynamic” reaction is needed when attempting to protect from the disas-
ter. 

12) A working hypothesis has been formulated (though not performing activi-
ties in the area) connecting coronavirus and pollution.       

Like a doctor who has not become cynical after seeing hundreds of patients 
die and fights to ensure the well-being of the living ones, so a scientist has a duty 
to improve the design of the systems based on the analysis of the catastrophes he 
has dealt with. 

Finally, none of the physical barriers may preclude the consequences of ex-
treme events which by definition are beyond the imagination. This is why a dy-
namic barricade is needed which adapts to the evolution of an accident whatever 
is the severity: this is the best one may do. It may be all we can do. Insights into 
the idea of dynamic barricade are provided in the Appendix. 
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Appendix: Focus to the Dynamic Barricade 

Paraphrasing Galileo Galilei engaging Salviate, a tiny, virtual dialogue between 
two chief world systems comparing the Copernican and the Ptolemaic systems 
(the two systems are opposed interpretation of reality), in the present case be-
tween, the deterministic and the probabilistic viewpoints (the two viewpoints are 
complementary, though in most cases pursued independently from each other), 
is attempted hereafter, and for the reader to explore further.  
 “Kindly provide one insight for ‘deterministic’ and ‘probabilistic’”. 

Answer (making reference to the safety and the design of nuclear reactors): 
The deterministic approach is based upon a model of the physical reality and 
aims at predicting the system transient evolution following a hypothetical initial 
condition (system status). The probabilistic approach aims at determining the 
probability of a given status (level 1), the consequences of malfunctions (level 2) 
and the related radiological impact (level 3).   
 What are (examples of) key advantages and drawbacks of deterministic and 

probabilistic approaches?  
Answer: Validation is possible for the results of deterministic approach (ad-

vantage); otherwise, an extremely limited number of situations can be analyzed, 
and resources needed for performing qualified analyses may reveal huge (draw-
backs). The probabilistic evaluation allows the evaluation of role and signific-
ance of the myriad systems and components which constitute a nuclear reactor 
(advantage): optimization of the number of those systems and components is 
possible; however, a time dependent evaluation of probabilities of a given system 
status is still at the frontier of knowledge and errors in estimating probabilities, 
specifically when related values are low, are difficult to be quantified (draw-
backs).      
 Is the combination of deterministic and probabilistic approaches an estab-

lished practice, nowadays?  
Answer: Yes, but not to the extent that is possible. In other words, the need to 

take into account of deterministic analyses into probabilistic studies and vice-versa 
is felt; however, all potential connections between the two approaches are not 
consistently and systematically considered.  
 “What is the new barrier?” 

Answer: What we have called a “new barrier” and, better in the present con-
text, “dynamic barricade” is not going to replace any existing system in the 
reactor. The “new barrier” is a dynamic boundary that adapts to the (we assume 
targeting any) accident that may happen. The “new barrier” is NOT a wall or 
similar physical entity; rather it implies: 

1) the full use of existing components;  
2) specific additional analyses;  
3) consistency with current technological capabilities in all the various sectors 

of human society and behavior (e.g. including illness of operators). 
 “How can the ‘dynamic barricade’ be further characterized?” 
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Answer: 
1) the full implementation of existing safety technology and principles as been 

stated and prescribed since several decades but for a number of motivations be-
cause of too many prescriptive rules, undue fights between regulators and de-
signers, targeting profits, pursuing fashion tendencies from researchers, etc.), 
eliminating the lag between those principles and continuous technology ad-
vancement (the industry often may prefer to not follow all technological innova-
tion e.g. when performing safety analyses preferring to use what is currently “li-
censable”);  

2) installation of a large number (ten thousand) of new monitors and instan-
taneous signals processing to assure E-SMD ;  

3) having available a rescue team (ERT is fast response … order of one hour to 
reach the reactor site) dealing with technology, security, situation assessment, 
and decision making. 
 “Do such methods exist already?” Do there is any application in practical 

problems in nuclear technology? 
Answer (1): Sophisticated best estimate analytical techniques (so-called BEPU 

best estimate plus uncertainty) are now mature but are not fully applied to the 
safety evaluation of nuclear reactors. These techniques allow the evaluation of 
errors when assessing the safety and the safety margins of nuclear reactor (dis-
cussion about those techniques can be found in many recent reports e.g. issued 
by IAEA). 

Answer (2): The case of instabilities involving coupled fluid-dynamic and 
neutron flux oscillations in Boiling Water Reactors constitutes a valid example: 
stability events occurred in operating nuclear reactors bringing the systems close 
to the core disruption. The probability of initiating an instability event is rela-
tively high under the current design and operating conditions, as well as the 
consequences: however, the current instrumentation (e.g. available E-SMD) is 
accredited with the capability to detect the incubation period of an unstable 
event. Bottom-end of a specific international study accepted by regulators (OECD/ 
NEA/CSNI, BWRS report, 1997) was: high probability event with a rapidly (few 
tens of seconds) increasing probability of high consequences does not require a 
design change and proper consideration of neutron detectors signals is enough 
to guarantee the safety of the reactors.  
 “How would the ERT have reacted to, say, the Chernobyl event?” 

Answer: The ERT team following clear inadequacies detectable by an E-SMD 
(both ERT and E-SMD are defined in our paper) would have reached the reactor 
site (maybe not in Soviet Union at that time … this is a political issue) and pre-
vented several hour before the explosion, the operation of the reactor by the 
on-site operators who were apparently incapable to deal with information com-
ing from outside and from the system. 
 “Can the newly conceived ‘dynamic barricade’ restore or regain public con-

fidence?”  
Answer: It has the potential to regain the confidence of the public and get rid 
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of their gut feelings concerning nuclear reactors. However we are fully aware 
that there are difficulties for its implementation: the most important (maybe the 
only important one) is the need that industry makes available deep proprietary 
information to perform valid Independent Assessment. 
 “Do you think a nuclear reactor can ever be completely safe?”  

Answer: This depends on what is meant by “safe”. Can be safe to the best 
(with our knowledge) when it cannot withstand the fall of a meteorite on the site 
(never), as well as other extreme situations; or can it be safer than many other 
human built and operated systems. Scientists and technicians should admit they 
cannot do anything in many “act of God” situations: this is our limit which may 
become part of the accepted residual risk (i.e. a continuously moving boundary 
based on current knowledge): a reference extreme situation, for instance the fall 
of a meteorite, shall fix the limit for the probability (or the frequency) where ac-
ceptable risk starts. 
 “How much will the deployment of ‘dynamic barricade’ cost?” 

Answer: The dynamic barricade is conceptual at the time being:  
1) The design cost shall not overpass 1% the cost of a single reactor unit (so 

many reactors could benefit and regulations/requirements/reviews highly sim-
plified);  

2) The implementation cost (including the operation) shall not overpass 1/1000 
cost of a single reactor unit;  

3) It is expected to achieve a (relative) factor greater than 10 in overall risk 
reduction, where this is measured in effective reduction in total societal impact 
not just some delta in “core damage frequency” or using an antiquated linear 
dose—response relationship for “allowable” or tolerable activity release. 
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